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In fact, Charlie had long known that Fitz Banks was pursuing Stefanie Sun.

In line with the principle of “freedom of love”, he did not want to interfere more with Fitz
Banks. Even if Isaac Cameron suggested that he intervene before, he never thought of it.

Charlie also felt that everyone has the right to like and be liked by others.

As long as the favorite is fair and reasonable, no one has the right to interfere.

But Fitz Banks was wrong, he didn’t figure it out himself.

Before he pursued Stefanie Sun, he had regarded Stefanie Sun as his personal belongings.
When he found out that he was driving Stefanie Sun to the stadium, his first thought was to
do everything possible to investigate his identity, point the finger at himself, and even have
to Investigating his wife’s license plate has completely violated the basic principle of
“freedom of love”.

Therefore, Fitz Banks’s decision is also the key to his determination to punish him.

It was precisely because of this that Charlie gave him psychological hints.

Psychological suggestion is a very powerful brainwashing function, and Charlie uses aura as a
medium, this kind of psychological suggestion is even more insoluble.

Charlie also knew very well that if he had just reached a verbal agreement with Fitz Banks,
then he would have repented immediately after he left here, and might even run away.

Even if he was forced to be helpless and really kowtow all the way to the Jokhang Temple,
then he is likely to do everything possible to rape and slip on the road.

And it is impossible for him to keep staring at him. The only solution is to give him a strong
psychological hint and make him be strict with himself.

After this psychological hint was given, he was like having to add meals every hour, no one
could stop him, and no one could make him give up his demands.

In this way, he will strictly demand himself, three steps, one kowtow, one step less, one less
kowtow, he himself will not forgive himself.

In this way, it is naturally impossible to rape and slip.

However, psychological cues have powerful side effects.



Once he accepts this kind of psychological suggestion, his whole person’s normal thinking
mode will also be greatly affected.

At that time, in the eyes of others, this person may be like a crazy fool, which is
incomprehensible.

But to Charlie, it didn’t matter, what he wanted was Fitz Banks to honestly go through the
long head of the past three years.

He once saved his life, and now he will avenge his grievances, and not kill him, it is already
very kind, let him go to kowtow to redeem his sins, in Charlie’s view, it can be regarded as a
kind of preferential treatment to him.

Fitz Banks has been completely finished by Charlie’s psychological suggestion at this time,
and what he thinks in his mind is all Charlie’s instructions to him.

Seeing this, Charlie said: “Okay, you go call your subordinates now and let them take you
home. If they ask you how you talked, you tell them that this matter is a misunderstanding.
The person you are looking for is not in the Emgrand Group.”

Fitz Banks nodded immediately and said, “Sir, I know!”

After speaking, he immediately turned around and walked out without looking back.

Seeing this, Doris Young hurriedly asked Charlie: “Master, just let him go like this?”

Charlie nodded: “Let him go, we don’t have to worry about the rest.”

“Okay.” Doris Young said in a convenient way: “Then I will send him out to avoid doubts about
life.”

Charlie nodded slightly, and Doris Young hurried over and said to Fitz Banks: “Master Banks, I
will see you off.”

Fitz Banks nodded stupidly, and said subconsciously, “Thank you.”

After going out, Fitz Banks just came to the door of the conference room, his assistant and a
group of bodyguards quickly got up and came out.

The assistant stepped forward and asked in a low voice: “Did you inquire about the identity
information of the chairman of Emgrand Group?”

Fitz Banks said lightly: “This time the matter is a misunderstanding. The person I am looking
for is not in the Emgrand Group. Let’s go. You send me home.”
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